There once was a boy called Zac
Who had a real big backpack
So one day
He ran away
To collect another huge sack

- Amaaya

There once was a girl called Alice
Who lived in a giant palace
She met a boy called Finn
And chucked him in the bin
Alice had shown her malice

- Olivia & Minna
There once was a girl named Linn
Who always ate out of a tin
She got very sick
So she got a brick
And put it in the bin

- Milni

There was an old man named Finn
Who fell in a garbage bin
He found a fat cat
Sitting on a mat
And underneath was a big pin

- Alison

There once was a boy named Nate
Who really liked fishing with bait
The fish were so fat
They fell on his cat
And that was the end of his mate

- Yasmiin & Sarosh